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v 
 The Whole for a Part  
 
 
As for example: the white car  
that stood for a time out the gate.  
Beside the roses, across the fence.  
Shrub by circumstance.  
 
Beauty by default. Or habit:  
We took a trip to the beach.  
We spent hours at the hospital.  
 
Engine stand-still sitting at the back,  
I watched the windshield wiped flat.  
Back in a jiffy. Sleeping Beauty. Dizzy.  
 
At the store, a bumper sticker  
plastered on a door said: Smile.  
One size fits all. My father  
was funny. My mother was glad.  
 
My brother believed everything  
would be swell as long as the dark knight  
was on the cover. What do you want?  
 
To head back home to a crown  
of rust. Pure intention. 
A phone hung up.  
A glass-case coffin for the prince   
 
who slept before he was resurrected. 
Framed by a window,  
the rain when it poured was black.  
 
 
 
 
 
1 
  
Seeing  
 
I had a wand of wishes  
when I was five. You want a tail?  
I could make two. And teacups too.  
But not the tea.  
 
Betamax desire. I had a dress  
you couldn’t see. Technicolor.  
Ruby-slippered. There’s no place  
like a mother’s mirror.  
 
You want a daughter?  
Is a broom without a head.  
The dull sink sparkles  
with a wave and some soap.  
 
Silverscreen falsetto. Antenna.  
I could make you disappear   
behind a backward dance. Rewind.  
So close your eyes and swish.  
 
Every wish deserved its mensch,  
meaning its man, the neighbor  
entering the house in afternoons  
to watch the wigless witch’s legs go shimmer.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
  
 
Aria 
 
Now the painting makes an argument with the garden it faces:  
Flower Leaf Leg Ground Beneath Our Feet What We Wake To Every Morning  
When a leaf falls, my father picks it up. My mother in the morning tells the story. 
At the dinner table, Grace. At porch, a dog.  Sometimes. Then,  
Consequently. My father leans onto a chair and thinks. My mother  
understands. Face Porcelain By Force Of Love Of Horrible  
Habit. Now the polished floor anticipates forevermore  
and everyday. At night, a lizard. At dawn. My mother  
finishes my father’s sentences. And so on.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
  
We Were Never Late  
 
 
Depending on the year, the sea  
became a lake. The rain, necklace.  
 
Fish hovered above the corral slicks  
lip to lip. You lost a tooth to the wave.  
 
You cut a finger. Contemplate  
a carapace, then tilt it.  
 
My mother polished a locket  
in the car. My father drove  
 
against the current. Water turned  
opaque in the head, when the weather  
 
didn’t change. Stuff a dead thing  
in a jar. Sell it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
  
Pieta  
  
 
The maids bring out the laundry and wring water  
from the clothes. They know the house dress withers.  
 
The shirt assumes a stiff repose. They know that filigree adorns  
in increments of stripe and flower wool of bruise and plaid.  
 
The mother’s skirt above the grass: unbuttoned.  
The afternoon son’s duty: on the porch.  
 
The fruits will fall with the father.  
What wind and water, all apparel, sculpts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 
 Figurine  
 
Side by side at table, we agree. The chicken could be better.  
The neighbors bring the trash out when the wind blows east.  
My mother, thinking silence in her sons  
could mean disaster, lets the night birds in.  
We draw the curtains. They form a chandelier of song,   
a glimmer of a brother in the mirror,  
and my glass. He says, wink wink, I met  
a pretty girl today and she was formidable.  
If only father were to tell the joke about the lettuce,  
we would laugh. Mutter. Munch.  Swing  
our legs under the table. Invent four facts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 
  
 
Materia Medica  
 
The mother has no shadow. The son, no eye  
because he turns in fresco on the bedroom wall.  
The orchids hang on bark. The rose:   
the border of a house. And now that he is older,  
stays indoors, the father tells the story of the bougainvilleas:  
  Summer long when I was nine my own sweet father  
  did not live to see me leave the old house in Danao.  
To turn the tendril against the vine until  
it snaps against itself and study this.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 
  
Every New Beginning  
 
So for my mother: lavender. And for my father:  
Monet. Agapanthus was what I wanted to see,  
or at least a garden and a house and the television left on  
long after the death of painting. Wallpaper covered the cracks.  
Mounted photographs became decoration. We read the letter:  
I still enjoy sketching, yes. Yes very much. And I postpone  
the exhibition not because I want to finish many, certainly not.  
Dinner was ready but only if we reached the end of it to sip the scotch.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8 
  
No End in Sight  
 
When it came to the room,  
we fixed it up. The nightmare locks.  
The shiny watch. The idea  
 
was to give one hand  
and take away the other.  
The guards would frisk our mother.  
 
Her empty purse would keep  
our father on the street.  
I did a crummy job  
 
of putting red tape on the floor.  
Jamming the door with a lip.   
Your wrists could breathe  
 
beneath the manacles. I showed you  
your picture when you were four  
before the blindfold.  
 
The idea was to sketch  
a blueprint of ourselves  
as brothers. Find  
 
the flower. Endless parole  
of summer. Then, the machine  
announced your number.  
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Soliloquy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I tended a tree, once, thinking that if it died one summer,  
I’d die, and if it lived— First the leaves gone  
and then the branches. And then the caterpillars,  
having eaten much of what was left, wrapped themselves  
into what they’d gathered. The heat was terrible. 
Barren scrag of a log and the horde of wings attached to it.  
I believed, once, that all it took to resurrect the world  
was to imagine myself as god of all. I was mistaken.   
 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   I believed in a world that believed in my mother, 
when she said: the well-planned day was best  
and the guest that arrived with gifts and  
on the dot, the plane landed. My father  
tended his  garden and depending on the year,  
gave fruits to friends, depending on the friend.  
In a drought, the cacao flowers.  
The best use of piss is fertilizer.  
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When asked to draw, I drew. When asked to paint a picture  
of the world, of mostly girls— The stick-men bored me,  
no prowess promised by a circle for a head, no penis.  
A triangle, at least, meant dress, a twirl around the face, a bob, 
a ribbon somewhere. Arthur looked it over: again?   
Edgar snickered. Six petals around a ball became a flower.  
When asked to pass the paper, I passed the paper.  
 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I knew the neighbors kissed by watching them. I knew 
a classmate thought she wasn’t pretty by the way  
she played the piano with a trill. So when my partner 
 to the dance had called in sick, I knew her steps. 
Mastery: pretend. My feet tapped her hapless rhythm 
on the ledge. At the edge of the room, I unfurled  
my fingers. 
  
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the chalkboard of love, my name was missing.  
Carol’s beside John’s. Denise touching  Antonio.  
Christian crossed the  school-world like-love  
so he could fondle Dana. Oh cosmology of Roberto! 
I am tempted to replace the letter-bed beneath  
the girl who forgets my name. God bless  
the boy who doesn’t say a word but remembers.  
 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I solved the problems. I measured the arcs. I calculated  
the angles of triangles, the most likely fate of a ball  
thrown across a field into distance. Although,  
I had difficulty with subtraction: to remove  
from the hand four fingers does one begin with the thumb?  
I got the hang of it on my mother’s ruler. Cut-cut-bam.  
The way the mind work is that it chooses  
the best trick it can play on itself then repeats it.  
 
 
* 
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Dear strange: Dear child: with a shroud to cover  
your shoulders, if I did as you did, then I would talk  
without moving. I would tell a story without a lesson.  
The skin cold under the hand of sinners.  
 When the world told a joke, I would pretend not to listen.  
 
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Give me a staff and let me be Adam. Give me  
my father’sgarden to name the plants.  
To think the world’s creation happened  
in the afternoon was a delusion.  
I walked on the grass. I pointed out the ferns.  
Water from a neighbor’s hose could be the monsoon.  
I took my time with the flowers.  
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Because: It Was Good Country  
 
 
 
And history begins when a house is burned  
 
or abandoned  
or when a typhoon comes  
in April.  
 
It leaned to the side  
because the kitchen’s bamboo-slatted.  
 
So hunger comes when it comes close  
to the coconut trees and is elevated by the sea.  
 
Let’s wait and drink when  
the brother finds a house  
and someone’s daughter leaves.  
 
I have not forgotten.  
Later is a long time.  
 
 
 
*  
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Praise be to praise  
be to the end:  
When did you arrive?  
 
There were problems:  
a wedding missed  
and missed you all such things  
 
What will I tell them if they ask?  
 
At least no shame in that 
will always recognize us.  
 
Our elders seem like blind  
Sta. Anas on stage-coaches.  
O Boy.  
 
Because I miss them.  
 
Uncles, nieces, if not sons,  
each being young –  
 
Jose is Juan’s son, Inday’s other one, Concesa’s  
Rosa’s Laura’s cousin who was once  
Leona’s neighbor, Roberto’s father-to-be  
but that hasn’t happened. He was once,  
you might remember, when he was young, sacristan.  
 
 
 
*  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It was a good country  
apart from the children, house  
and bathhouse, rice fields, carabaos.  
 
Not far  
the field, not near, the sun.  
 
It’s late  
and getting weary staying put  
and it’s a pity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20 
  
 
 
Night Report  
 
 
 
Dear: life is difficult. We are not allowed  
to talk. After all, the rain falls, the sea  
yields its fish, we ourselves fall, yield, and the neighbors say  
―To talk about money is to not have it.‖   
 
I have no money, having just spent it.  
T-bone steaks are expensive. Foreign flowers wilt,  
especially the iris. My mum calls long distance  
with her loneliness like copper  
 
wire and wishes to come home  
but won’t. The storm does. The store-front  
vegetables, maids brace. Somewhere else.  
A free shirt is pressed against itself.  
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To Whom We Return To and Flee  
 
 
I repeat what he said to myself, and sometimes,  
thankfully the world makes a ritual out of repetition.  
 
Friday night: TV. Sundays at the beach.   
The sea was on, for a season, kind of.  
 
It held the sunlight, shivered. Then you switched it off.  
On Monday, Gerry passed his paper forward,  
 
sitting at the back, and happy.   
More than once, he’s passed. But also flunked.  
 
I try to find a reason, but that’s easy.  
He fell from a tree. He cut his thumb once  
 
with a knife. I remember neither cast nor stitch,  
but the neighbor’s dog, a boxer, wagged its tail,  
 
its tongue outside our door.  
Who called his name out of the cage?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22 
  
 
 
An Honor, A Pleasure  
 
 
The neighbor washed the kill  
at the yard faucet. Fish and gill.  
It flickered still.A silver fin in water.  
 
We hadn’t been invited to the feast,  
but didn’t complain. We craved the huge indoors,  
who hungered under. We spelled the name of mourn.  
 
We couldn’t tell if rich was what we wanted: apartment,  
lumberjack, bordello, concubine.  
 
The morning after was always  
someplace else. Define the weather. 
 
Bloody water.  
What’s yours is mine. Maybe not.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
23 
  
 
Gathered to Watch  
 
 
Torn open,  
I dreamt, at times, in those days, of my public face  
blown off  
 
and once a call came from a woman,  
whispering ―Mmm, a real cold fish, my husband.  
He shrinks.‖  
 
She was eminent in Things.  
We sat on a couch during a scene  
and I smiled, thinking of her naked.  
 
I drew the curtains.  
I wore old shoes, high cut sometimes,  
and was hardly known in Paradise.  
 
One night, I left a party with a girl:  
small and nice, short hair, casual.  
We took the white car north  
 
on the provincial road, straight into an intersection   
where we tumbled over and watched ourselves  
struggle out of broken glass, mangled metal. 
 My apologies, this very moment shadowed over me.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 
  
The Hour is a Dirty Pocket 
 
  
Inside it is a jacket, a blood-stained who.  
Who shot the man. Who grabbed the bag.  
Who left the bomb under the car and ran away.  
We know him dearly,  
 
but won’t say.  
All we say is lemme see. Lemme see the TV  
with its flip-squeeze and spin a’ win.  
The numbers glitter.  
 
The wheels turn the car  
in place beside the market basket.  
The winner sits on stage 
for the cellophane treatment.  
 
Awe and light.  
The loser gets air time: Thank you. 
 Before he’s swept into the money-run,  
a dance. Canned laughter for the man.  
 
And for his sons, commercials.  
Toothpaste gets stuck in the hands.  
We can’t stay long.  
We love you very much.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25 
 In the Retinal Register 
  
In the shutterbug  
show of sea, tree, and grimace  
 
a boy did a cartwheel on the beach  
pretending it was snow. 
 
The brother went looking  
for his shadow. It was a tandem menace,  
 
a diphthong distress call for the end  
of civilization as their mother knew it.  
 
Still she fidgeted with her money-purse 
and the father feigned interest  
 
in the news in reverse. The weather  
was never accurate. Clouds gathered  
 
over the islands. Inter-tropical.  
Foam flecked the skin  
 
of a boat’s gangplank  
as it skimmed the water.  
 
A sister was in the belly  
of the mother, 
 
but the father never promised.  
No moon pulled that tide.  
 
No keel left no mark  
where the boat touched the water.  
 
The shimmer distracted the boatman  
from the lick and the screech.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
26 
  
Opera  
 
 
A woman cries on a boat  
on a boat where we watch her. 
 
For each whimper, a shift in our seats.  
We eat our chips. And just when a tear  
 
is about to roll down the cheek:  
Not yet there.  
 
From the window, a deserted beach.  
We are hard to please, we who purse  
 
our lips for the visitor  
to give directions to the mountain.  
 
The requisite bathroom break:  
We are real.  
  
The woman faces  
the direction we have loved her: away.   
 
When an arm reaches out of nowhere  
to reassure her, we know it’s the captain’s.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
27 
 Bourgeois Pornography  
 
 
Then it was too late to figure out the face. 
I was young and woke up in the morning and by the time  
I got to the door: afternoon.  
 
The gardener had left the water running  
towards the vegetation.   
He mowed the grass and I watched him.   
The blinds were half-drawn.  
 
Later on, I was out often,  
and never home, and whatever I brought back  
didn’t change the news, our positions. 
The rubber lip of the hose  
was still pressed against the lawn. 
 
I drew figures on the ceiling: a window view,  
and stayed up all night thinking about the rust  
that gathered on the screws of garden cutters,  
the buried carcass of that dog.  
I paid too much attention.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
28 
  
Between Two Women  
 
 
A flower in the hand  
was a flower in another,  
sister to sister.  
 
A chair became a table  
when reversed.  
The sea, a tapestry.  
 
If there was a theory of the world,  
it was at the level of a fold, or a rose.  
A smile could lean against the wall. 
  
A pose was nothing in particular.  
The difference between a petal  
and the floor was fall.  
 
A vase was one eye open.  
A sleeve became a cage  
that held hostage to the arm.  
 
Who’s to tell a hair bun  
from a face?  Your name.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
29 
 Detach Along the Horizon  
 
In the fray, near the end, in the process of revision,  
a basket was opened, and there, there  
 
was the fruit. Have you been to Cebu?  
A visitor was the best excuse because You,  
 
you will love it. Bring on the beach  
and the Bolognese. The tupperware sweat  
 
and the sons who are such picky eaters  
it takes a conference to make them take the yolk  
 
out of the egg. The canned good.  
At table: napkin laundered folded spoon beside the fork  
 
the motion of the meal mimicked the bed: tuck. Slip  
into  best sleeve itch way of sitting  
 
without saying tease minus the hurting in the mouth.  
 
 
 
 
 
30 
  
 
 
His Special Fate  
 
 
Where from? The house is gone  
and Sunday is a rock thrown across water  
 
The tree stands, yes, but is no edifice.   
The leaves don’t promise anything.  
 
I wanted to walk to the horizon  
and see how far it went. Low tide always being  
 
somewhere else retrieving, selfish.  
I wanted to measure the time it took  
 
for the sound of a car door closing somewhere there  
to reach the shore. Salt on wound as wound.  
 
Gash on knee. The movement a rock becomes,  
has always been, a withering eternity  
 
in my life. And to not look.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
31 
  
 
Before they were dead  
 
If he hadn’t walked around, the triptych  
would have been finished. Where were the studies?  
First, intelligence. Then, a letter to the islands.  
Then, a series of best friends left  
their fingerprints by X-ray and a smirk. It needed  
an expert to see through all the wishes:  
a panoramic view, a terra cotta roof. In the wake  
of a patron, a lily. He wanted to touch the small  
and overwhelming, while he was working.  
The original idea was to be good.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32 
 Preliminary Notes of an Expedition to the Islands 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In honor of the forming of the party of two, I 
present at your disposal: description. At your 
behest: discovery. Then: distribution. How to tell 
one from the rest? The following islands were 
visited: X, X, and X. Dry skins were taken for 
measurement. Friends were taken for flesh, for 
length. And there was a tendency to develop. There 
was a strong desire to be completed: a ―common 
plan‖  
 
*  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
33 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Away from water, under the hills, it is difficult to 
detect the slightest difference. We therefore unite 
under one name. A reasonable action. Doubtless 
with some surprise. To multiply or reduce in 
number. A final decision postponed. It is an endless 
task to describe the different phases. Between 
magnificent and fine is a practically unbroken line. 
With no exact position. Only that a parent and an 
offspring are killed at one discharge.  
 
 
* 
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Between the observer and the light, when held away 
from the dark, a name correctly pronounced is an 
honor. An island is possible, when shown faintly on 
its side and touched in this manner. The part in 
question was a young and curious thing. Bright or 
beautiful? White was for wing, although color was 
subject to individual variation.  
 
*  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
35 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As far as horizontal country. As far as observation 
goes. Whoever felt a special interest ate the fruit. 
And then a star was placed beside a bush. Then 
some credit for the discovery, which is not always 
easy to ascertain if you acknowledge the 
description.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
36 
― 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beautiful‖ is hard to make out. 
 Entirely red is a puzzle. Atypical.  
 
Two: fully adult. Two: few scattered.  
 
To the too young, blackish looks clear scarlet. More 
like that than that. This must be old. Black 
disappears when worn and soiled.  
 
*  
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An adult male is an excellent figure.  
Being less blue, no doubt.  
And having no choice,  
Being confined to the throat.   
We are happy to establish a habitat.  
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
38 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In December or January. In October November.  
 
 
* 
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A prominent spot is the spot when spots put 
together form a patch. Above as above as the outer 
but narrowly. Where a broad strip tapers. Where 
approaches meet. The younger has his back tipped 
where a great wing coverts. A feather on a chin.  
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
40 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In spite of sufficient trouble, shy habits are missed. 
The wild is always difficult. It has the most peculiar 
cry we’ve ever heard: beginning with a series of 
notes, a common song magnified fifty fold, then an 
indescribable combination of cackles.    
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
41 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The slender evidence at hand is doubtless. 
 
Now: kindness.  
 
*  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
42 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To warrant us from the typical. To differentiate us  
from the ―I‖. To perceive: in question, or incline, or 
opinion, we are compelled to notice a ring around 
the eye, which for all intents and purposes is 
sometimes absent. Now we cannot do otherwise. 
Now we cannot be sure. Female like male but with 
less olives. Young like female but lacking. Through 
whom interest in this expedition was first 
awakened, found in the hills at the back and 
washed, larger than largest. Thence we no longer 
thought of specific or separate or ―a good deal true‖.  
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
43 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the interesting changes of mind: the young, 
then another young, then slightly older, then a 
young female like the first young, but without the 
lilac. Zoologically speaking, it is to be regretted that 
the female is to never have been described and 
therefore no appropriate name was given. Then the 
lilac was replaced.  
 
*  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
44 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Much confusion still exists, especially when two 
islands possessed only one species: both were right.  
 
According to the way the light struck.   
 
There was no occasion to modify.  
 
 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
45 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the end of two years, we separated. The question 
is still in existence, without the slightest doubt, and 
perhaps in a museum. But it is grave. Labels 
become displaced by numbers and no longer bear 
the original feelings (which may be safely 
excluded). What’s left to say? Discovered by 
ourselves in ______, and then confined to the 
islands.   
 
*   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
46 
 
List of the collected:  
 
  
 
Aethopyga arolasi     (Beautiful beautiful)  
Aethopyga bonita    (A shot)  
Aethopyga minuta    (We frequently asked.)  
Antracoceros montani   (The third floor of a building)  
Batrochostomus menagei    (Nightjars and their allies)  
Bolbospittacus intermedius    (A voice in protest)  
Centropus steerrii    (A god quiz)  
Chibia menagei     (A restaurant map)  
Cittocincla superciliaris    (A brief essay on an order within an order)  
Cryptolopha flavigularis   (Time to talk a little more about this)  
Dicaeum assimilis     (Confessions at the beach)  
Dicaeum pallidior    (A seaside promenade)  
Geocichla cinerea    (A notable host has wine and grapes.)  
Hyloterpe major     (―We’d like to thank our partners‖)  
Hyloterpe winchelli      (At the highest point reached)  
Iole monticola     (A tree stands outside the dining area.)  
Iole philippinensis     (Slow motion)  
 
 
 
47 
 
  
Iyngipicus menagie     (Uploadable pictures)  
Muscicapula samarensis    (A plant captures its prey through a trap.)  
Ninox spilonotus     (―He’s still young‖)  
Oriolus nigrostratus     (He dashed against the wall.)  
Orthotomus castaneiceps    (The most comprehensive inventory )   
Phabotreron maculipectus    (Thank you for your patience.)  
Phlogoenas menagie     (A lot like reading) 
Prionochilus aeruginosus    (Today it rained nonstop.)  
Prionochilus bicolor    (What makes up a family may have  
restricted range.) 
Rhipudura sauli     (It would be the sweetest thing  
to walk down a street.)  
Rhynomyias occularis    (A hands-on installation and configuration)  
Sarcophanops steerii    (What is retained is sometimes submerged.)  
Thirponax philippinensis    (Rock salt on the page)  
Genus Yngipicus     (Every species is a new locality.)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
48 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Pedro Photographs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
49 
 The Story  
 
Of all the stories that my father likes to tell his favorite is the story of Pedro: uncle of my 
father, brother of my grandmother, born near the turn of the twentieth century in the 
small town of Danao, in Cebu, in the southern part of the Philippines. Pedro was said to 
be intelligent, went to the provincial high school, was even said to be an athlete. But 
when he ran the town race one fiesta and finished first, he coughed up blood, was brought 
to the hospital, and died. He never reached the age of twenty.  
 
At least that is the short of it. Or what my father, in any case, knew about it. Although he 
himself couldn’t know anything for sure, having been born more than two decades after 
Pedro died. Whatever my father knows about Pedro, he knows only from stories: from his 
mother, his older siblings, whatever rumors he may have come across growing up.  
 
In any case, my father tells the facts like he tells a story. My father tells Pedro’s story like 
it is fact.  
 
 
 
50 
  
 
 
The Facts  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
51 
 
 The Myth 
 
 
Every time my father tells Pedro’s story, he tells it in a tone of mythic importance. Here 
was the story of a provincial boy, who had the potential to be great, but was robbed of the 
chance to fulfill his promise of success, because death interceded. He tells the story like it 
was meant to convey a lesson: don’t take things for granted, death can come to the most 
promising of men, promises need to be fulfilled. You can imagine how all this must have 
sounded to his sons.  
 
My brother and I grew up under the huge shadow of my father: favorite son, successful 
town doctor, funny man.  Which makes me wonder if his telling Pedro’s story was his 
way of implying that he himself had fulfilled whatever promise Pedro may have had, that 
he had finished the story Pedro seemed to have begun. That among his generation, it was 
he (and only he) who had the guts to say, ―if only Pedro had lived, he would have become 
me.‖  
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The Photographs  
 
 
One of Pedro’s few remaining possessions is a collection of photographs. I found them in 
an old Kodak box hidden in one of the cabinets in the room near the main dining room. It 
was the room my grandmother Edad had slept in, and then when she passed away at 93, it 
was where my aunt ―Mama Cena‖ stayed. She was the oldest of my father’s sisters and 
she never married. Every afternoon, she went to hear mass in the Church two blocks 
away. When we would visit during Holy Week, she was the one who brought out the 
candles for the nightly processions.  
 
Of all the rooms in the house, Mama Cena’s contained the oldest things. On its walls 
hung a huge painting of Mary together with the saints, side by side, old family 
photographs from before my father was born. In a corner was the family’s collection of 
saint figurines. Armless statues of the Sto Nino, and St. John were strung with flowers. 
The cabinets were filled with novenas and newspaper clippings, and photographs. A 
devotion turns into a collection. The world stays in good condition in a box.  
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 The House  
 
The Ypil house was built in the late twenties and early thirties, by my father’s father 
Lando. It was a typical bahay na bato (house of stone), which was really a combination 
of concrete and wood. These houses usually had two stories: the first floor which served 
as a garage for carriages, or as a storage area for hemp, rope, and other such materials. 
The second floor was where the bedrooms were, and the kitchen, and the living room--- 
really the main part of the house.  
 
Growing up, my brother and I loved to visit this house. It had windows made out of capiz 
shells that refracted much of the strong afternoon sunlight into what appeared to me to be 
a nostalgic glow. Beneath the windows were ventanillas that allowed the wind in, giving 
the house a cool, under-the-shade-of-a-tree, atmosphere, especially during the humid 
days of summer. It also forced us to imagine a time before there were electric fans, and 
the only consolation to a dry wind was an open window, and perhaps a multi-colored 
abanico fan.  
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The Portraits  
 
The house was a living archive of photographs. In the sala (living room) there were 
always old photo albums of my aunts strewn under the coffee tables. When bored, I 
would flip through their pages, imagining what it would have been like to living during 
the 1950’s. Most of these sala pictures were owned by my aunt Concesa, who in the last 
five years of her life become paralyzed. In the photographs, she would be on a trip, to 
Baguio, at Teacher’s camp, or at the beach. She wore the knee length skirts of that time: 
almost white. In the photographs, they were black and white.  
 
There were also huge portraits hung on the walls of the main room on the second floor. 
They were from a previous generation: my grandmother Eded and my grandfather Lando, 
the parents of Lando, the mother of Edad. These photographs could easily be a hundred 
years old now. They took months to develop. Taken at a studio in Danao, or was more 
often the case, in the city Cebu, these pictures would have to be sent all the way to Hong 
Kong where the necessary photo-chemicals could be found to develop them. These 
images travelled farther than my grandparents and their parents ever would . I enjoyed 
thinking about a face, two faces, a smile, travelling on a ship, across an ocean. 
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The Usual Memorabilia 
 
When times were good, they passed a glass around the table. They held hands with the 
neighbors at the beach. They walked in the dark, from a dance, and cut through a river.  
 
Marriages were well-planned at birth, or entered on a whim. It didn’t matter. They were 
many and young.  
 
They lit candles in processions. They held the pictures of strangers. A boy they didn’t 
know stood against the foliage.  
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Sepia 
 
Sepia was best for the skin: brown time, brown time of siesta when the world was still 
and the neighbor’s radio played a sad drama through the window at two in the afternoon. 
 
They pretended to be asleep when all they did was stare hard at the ceiling. The cupboard 
was filled again with dishes after lunch. A tree bark. Curtain. 
 
In black-and-white, sallow-shadow, someone held a vigil for the newly departed, the 
missing, the left for dead.  
 
In sepia, merienda was a long time away.  
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Pedro’s Photographs   
 
Among the fifty or so black and white photographs kept in the Kodak box, fifteen of 
them belong to Pedro. They appear the oldest in the group—the most faded. Most of 
them are dated back to the second decade of the twentieth century: 1916,1917. A good 
number of them are picture postcards: photographs of young men and women, behind 
which are written short inscriptions, pleas even, for friendship and remembrance. A man 
dressed in a white suit stands with his right hand in his pocket. His hat rests on a group of 
shrubs placed in a pot. A girl in pigtails holds what looks like a bunch of feathers and sits 
on a chair. A group of men pose in front of what looks like an abandoned schoolhouse: 
half of them are sitting on chairs, the other men stand behind them. A bunch of books are 
piled against a wall, amidst rubble.  
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These photographs addressed to Pedro, (which confirms my suspicion that this is his 
collection), or they are addressed by him (which makes me suspect that these are 
photographs sent to my grandmother, and kept by her after Pedro died). They certainly 
come from the same era. All of them share the same photo-postcard format at the back. 
―Place Stamp Here‖ printed on the upper right corner, ―Message‖ and ―Address‖ printed 
at the back.  
 
The problem, however, is that no one is able to identify Pedro in any of the photographs. 
The closest one can come is in a group photograph of around fifteen young men and 
women. Each of their faces has been numbered and their names appear on the back. 1. 
Pedro Mane 2. Antonio Durano, 3 Juan Dagatan and so on. But even this photograph has 
been torn apart. Where Pedro’s face should be is a hole made by a pair of scissors or a 
knife. Pedro’s been ripped out of the picture together with the man and woman who sit in 
front of him. 7. Alberto Gonzalez and 8. Feling Roble. I can only guess to what end: to be 
given away, or mounted in a scrapbook now missing, or kept for safe keeping in a wallet?  
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 Pascual  
 
I ask my Uncle Pas if he recognizes Pedro in any of the photographs but he doesn’t. 
Uncle Pas is my dad’s older brother by six years, and although he too was born after 
Pedro died, I was hoping he might have an idea of what Pedro had looked like. Or at least 
have more stories about him than my father.  
 
Uncle Pas is a retired priest, and for the past ten years had been living in the old house, 
together with my aunt Mama Cena. After Mama Cena died, however, he’s been living 
alone, together with a woman who takes care of the house and cooks for him. In fact, it 
was Uncle Pas who first showed me the photographs of Pedro.  
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Uncle Pas is a huge fan of local history. He knew many of the old parts of Danao, and he 
knew the older families, the ones who had lived in this town for generations. Dinner 
conversations between Uncle Pas and my father usually involved a whole slew of town 
rumors and names: who was dead, who was alive, who was married to whom, whose son 
had left, returned, was missing. Hours could be spent tracing bloodlines, being surprised 
that a certain Andoy was actually the half brother of a vaguely recalled Biboy, for 
example. NO surprise, that these seeming nicknames of teenagers were actually the 
names of ninety year old men.  
 
 
But even Uncle Pas could provide no clues as to which one Pedro could be in any of his 
photographs. All he could come up with was a suggestion you’d expect from any non-
history buff:  ―Which one looked like us?‖ None of the faces did. All of the faces did. 
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Invisible Addressee  
 
If Pedro hovers like a ghost, like the mere suggestion of a shape that permeates through 
these photographs, his presence is confirmed by what’s written on the back: dedications, 
short quotations lifted from poems. To Pedro they begin.Dear Friend.  
 
Almost all of the pictures are of women: sitting on the arms of chairs, holding a flower, 
touching a table lightly. Their baro’t says  trail like foliage on the floor. Their translucent 
sleeves blossom like petals.  
 
In one photograph, a women appears to be lifting a vase, in another, a white handkerchief 
is gripped in a fist, Sometimes, a fan is left half-unfurled on a chair, as if to suggest a 
kind of recklessness.  
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Although none of this is reckless. In the carefully-staged studio photographs of the early 
twentieth century, women borrowed dresses. Studios bought tapestries of forests, fake 
flowers, anything to approximate aristocracy, even if this was the surest sign of its 
demise, or at least its penultimate exposure as mere performance. To be rich for a minute. 
Or at least for as long as it took to pose for a photograph—which would last forever, yes? 
The dream of wealth and ease was best imagined as rigid, monumental, permanent.  
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 They all seem to be picture postcards written for him. Written at the back are letters:  
 
Roses may fade and perish, words may be forgotten, Smiles may become worthless, But 
gifts may again be given.  
 
Another goes:  As a proof of eternal relationship received this poor photo of mine, 
dearest Loling 
  
This who is sitting all alone is thinking of the past, Remembering that she has a friend as 
long as her life shall last.  
 
They are almost all written in English, which had only been introduced to the Philippines 
less than ten years ealier but it was interesting to see that the way English was being used 
was in the kind of sentimental verse that Pedro and his friends would have encountered in 
their English textbooks: romantic, lyrical, literary.  
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I wonder to what extent their notions of memory and romance at that time were also 
being transformed by this literary fervor. A strong nostalgia lies  behind all of these 
photographs: a nostalgia that seems to have born at the moment of their taking—even 
when the one being photographed was still alive. It was as if new art form of photography 
was already engendering the kind of rumination and longing that would so shape the 
century yet to come. The photographs augured a future and inevitable death. They 
suggested unavoidable parting. They would survive far longer than whoever was being 
photographed.  
 
Among these postcards, my favorite is:  
To Mr. P[edro] Mane: To remember me just look at the picture. 
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The Original 
 
What’s common in all of the photographs, though, is that instead of the names of these 
women, what they put instead is ―The Original‖. What could have been historical fact 
becomes a term of endearment. Now history becomes mere sentiment.  
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 An Accurate Depiction  
 
When the Original woke up, she didn’t know what to do. So she cooked breakfast, and 
washed the dishes at the sink. She was lucky her family had a faucet, so she didn’t have 
to go to the well and carry a pail of water up the steps of the house. She wrote a letter. 
She sewed a rip in her dress—her favorite. Maybe the shape of a heart would do. Or a 
pillow case with her mother’s name stitched on it. She arranged the plates on the shelf. 
She heated the chicken. She waited until the vinegar boiled over so she could turn down 
the flame. The river was far away and noisy. The sea was always there when she thought 
about it.  
 
 
 
The Story of the Body  
 
When the Original slept, she slept on the floor. There were not enough mattresses to go 
around. Besides, three rooms could not hold twelve, when there were more girls than 
boys.  
 
Age determined fate, so her sister took the highest shelf. The Original had the smallest 
cup, the oldest dress, depending on the gap. If the sister was much older, then a skirt went 
through three or four girls, which meant it was time for a new one.  
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Brazen  
 
 
There were clothes to be folded so she did that. She held a thread into the eye of a needle, 
pretending it needed all of her attention, and sat for hours looking at a hole that only the 
mind could enter, but not a book. Sampaguita petals hung on the wall, on a hook. She 
couldn’t look at that. 
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A Fitting Configuration  
 
Behind the torn picture of Pedro, there’s space enough left by the cut to put a finger, 
place another photograph. I place an old picture of my father’s family. And the hole 
where Pedro’s face should be forms a perfect rim around my then-seven-year old Aunt 
concesa. She smiles and has  flower in her hair. Her hand touches the edge of the chair 
where my grandmother sits, although the hole is only big enough to include the sleeve of 
grandmother Edad’s dress and not her face.  Twenty years are brought into uncanny 
superimposition. Pedro’s missing face is replaced by the face of a niece he never lived to 
see. And his abbreviated life seems, at least for a moment, to find fulfillment in the life of 
his sister, my grandmother, who bore twelve children, survived a war, outlived her own 
husband, one daughter, and one son, before she died in the last quarter of the twentieth 
century.  
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 A Hopeful Anticipation  
 
 
The future was something Pedro never lived to see, even as there are intimations of that 
year found in what must have been a class picture of Pedro in 1917. A class of fifty 
young men, dressed in bowties and neckties strike the conventional pose: no smiles, all 
serious, a few of them looking away. They sit surrounding their American teachers:  a 
middle-aged woman, and a man who could have not have been much older than these 
fourteen, fifteen year old boys. A banner says 1920: the year they were set to graduate. 
This is assuming of course:  good grades, two summers, money for college, marriage. 
That soon enough they will be fathers.  
 
In this picture, who cares if the years to come will not be what they expected? The fields 
will lie fallow. Two brothers will die.  A war will be waged, and not too far.   
 
At the back of the picture is written: ―Dearest Mana (Edad), In order that you will not 
forget our classmates in the freshman year I have selected this picture to be yours. Your 
lovingly, P. Mane‖  
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Pedro Mane  
 
 
And because I don’t know what Pedro looks like, his face always changes in my mind. 
Sometimes, he is a younger version of my father. Other times, he is one of his classmates 
in the old photographs. The one with the moustache. Whenever I think of him, he is 
running through the streets of Danao and winning a race: the perfect portrait. It’s the 
town fiesta. Multi-colored banderitas hang over the streets and a crowd gathers in the 
sidewalk to cheer. But when Pedro crosses the finish line, he coughs up blood on his shirt 
and he collapses. He is rushed to the hospital. He spends the last months of his life 
withering away at home, lying in bed, with his mother beside him until one evening he 
hemorrhages and dies.  
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The Essay on Photography  
 
 
The essay on photography that I long to write is a long letter to Pedro.  
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Notes  
 
 
 
 
―Night Report‖ owes a debt to John Berryman’s ―Dream Song 14‖. ―Preliminary Notes of 
An Expedition to the Islands‖ borrows language from Preliminary Notes on the Birds and 
Mammals Collected by the Menage Scientific Expedition to the Philippines Islands by 
Frank S. Bourns and Dean C. Worcester.  
 
The photographs used in ―The Pedro Photographs‖ belong the author’s family’s 
collection and have been used with permission.  
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